
accuracy
[ʹækjərəsı] n

точность, правильность; тщательность
accuracy movement - точность хода (часов )
accuracy table - воен. таблицавероятностипопаданий
accuracy of fire - воен. меткость стрельбы
accuracy of hits - воен. кучность боя
accuracy of reading - спец. точность отсчёта
within the accuracy of ... - с точностью до ...
to speak one's mother tongue with accuracy - правильно говорить на родном языке
the task was executed with the greatest possible accuracy - задание было выполнено самым тщательным образом

Apresyan (En-Ru)

accuracy
ac·cur·acy AW [accuracy accuracies] BrE [ˈækjərəsi] NAmE [ˈækjərəsi]
noun uncountable

the state of being exact or correct; the ability to do sth skilfully without making mistakes
• They questioned the accuracy of the information in the file.
• Candidates are judged on technical accuracy as well as artistic expression.
• She hits the ball with great accuracy.

Opp:↑inaccuracy

Example Bank:
• Great care is taken to ensure the accuracy of research data.
• He predicted the election results with uncanny accuracy.
• It is possible to predict the outcome with reasonable accuracy.
• Many people began to question the accuracy of his statement.
• The film-makers went to great lengths to achieve historical accuracy in every detail.
• The missiles are capable of a very high degree of accuracy.
• The needle has to be positioned with pinpoint accuracy.
• We are hoping to improve the accuracy of our forecasts.
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accuracy
ac cu ra cy AC /ˈækərəsi, ˈækʊrəsi/ BrE AmE noun [uncountable]

[Word Family: noun: ↑accuracy ≠↑inaccuracy; adverb: ↑accurately ≠↑inaccurately; adjective: ↑accurate ≠↑inaccurate]

1. the ability to do something in an exact way without making a mistake:
He passes the ball with unerring accuracy.

2. the quality of being correct or true OPP inaccuracy
accuracy of

worries about the accuracy of governmentstatistics
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